Since 1974, Home Care Medical has been committed to providing the highest quality home care products and services throughout Southeastern Wisconsin.

As an organization with a history of quality, responsiveness and creativity, Home Care Medical is always looking for new and innovative ways to meet the needs of our clients. Our products and clinical services include the most advanced technologies and therapies available. As medical progress is made, we bring it home to you.

We are pleased to now offer you the following products (*please see the reverse side for a complete list*) or scan the QR Code above to take you to www.homecaremedical.com. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. Home Care Medical . . . helping you and your family get on with life!
We are pleased to now offer you the following products.

**Home Care Medical | New Products**

**Drive Walker**
$200.00 DRVRTL10261RDK Available in Red (pictured) and Blue. Fits individuals from 4’11 to 6’3” tall. Universal height adjustment allows seat to be from 18” to 22” New seamless padded seat. Comes with standard carry pouch under the seat for added privacy and security. Ergonomic handles are easy to grip. Lightweight – only 14 lbs.

**Nova Walker**
$200.00 Available in Black (NVA4238BKK), Blue (NVA4238BLK), Purple (NVA4238PLK – pictured) and Red (NVA4238RDK). With 8” wheels, this walker is ideal for everyday use. The locking hand brakes are easy to use and the large padded seat and under seat pouch adds comfort and convenience. Plus, it’s easy to fold and has a removable back.

**“Bling My Ride” Universal Mobility Bag**
$22.99 NVA4004RR Available in Rock N’ Red (pictured), Classic Black, Leopard Diva, Edgy Aqua or Houndstooth. Part of the Glamour Line collection, this bag is perfect for your Rolling Walker and fits on any bar, backrest or handle. It also features a large main compartment with multiple outer pockets. Dimensions: 12” l x 12.5” w x 4.5” d.

**“Bling My Ride” Seat and Back Covers**
$19.99 NVA4007SC Available in Safari Cheetah (pictured), Black Puma, Grey Dusk, Blue Midnight and Snow Leopard. The faux fur Seat and Back Covers are part of the Glamour Line collection by NOVA. Add glam, style and a luxurious feel to your rolling walker. Be a mobility fashionista!

**BioFreeze**
$13.75 BIOROLL 3 oz, $14.75 BIOSPRAY 4 oz and $19.50 BIOWIPE Box/24 Available in a Roll-On. Spray and Wipe, BioFreeze is a unique pain reliever designed to provide cool, soothing therapy and fast-acting, deep penetrating, long lasting pain relief. BioFreeze is ideal for sore muscles, sprains, joints, arthritits and fibromyalgia.

**Cold Therapy Machine Cube and Pads**
$148.50 BRE0701 Cold Therapy Machine Cube;
$60.00 BRE04700REG Wrap on Knee Pad Regular;
$75.00 BRE04900REG Shoulder Pad Regular.
Simple, reliable and easy to use, the compact design makes it great for clinic, hospital or home use. Initial fill with a little ice and water and enjoy up to 6 to 8 hours of motorized cold therapy.

**Health-Ox Fingertip Pulse Oximeter**
$65.00 In-Store Special Only* DRVRTL1441 Instant and accurate oxygen saturation and heart rate feedback while you exercise. Operation is simple. Two AAA batteries (not included) offer 30 hours of continuous operation. No prescription is required. *Restrictions apply. Cannot be used with any other discount or coupon. See stores for full details.

**Butterfly 3 in 1 Massage Pillow**
$29.99 CON29300R1727 Innovative “hinge” design opens and closes to form various positions and solve multiple support problems. Add massage to any position with just the flick of a switch. Use as a leg pillow to support and align your lower body, relieve lower back pain and reduce pressure on hips, knees and joints.

**Folding Wedge Pillow**
$39.99 CON30924101947 7”;
$39.99 CON30924101948 10”;
$39.99 CON30924101949 12”
Folding Wedge Pillow supports the head and chest in an upright, angled position and aids in digestion, breathing and sinus pressure. Folds for convenient storage. Soft velour cover unzips for washing.

**Pedic Pillow**
$59.99 CON17100R1354 Made of 100% luxurious memory foam, the Pedic Pillow molds for custom support of the head, neck and shoulder area. Temperature sensitive material creates a personalized fit. Orthopedic shape cradles the head and neck in comfort and alignment. Soft velour cover unzips for washing.

**Bio Pillow**
$79.99 CON15101R1368 A dual-sided cover allows you to keep “cool” on a virtual layer of air created by a 3D mesh cover on one side of the pillow. On the other side, keep “warm” with a plush fiberfill infused micro fiber cover. The inner core is made of plush green tea foam which neutralizes odors for invigorating sleep.

**Cool Mesh Pillow**
$69.99 CON181021853 The “breathable” Cool Mesh memory foam pillow creates a virtual layer of air between the face and the pillow – allowing air to circulate so skin can breathe. The orthopedic design aligns the spine for proper posture and all night comfort. The cover is soft to the touch – Bamboo Rayon.

**Kabooti Ring Pillow**
$24.99 CON30750B1952 Innovative “hinge” design opens and closes to form various positions and solve multiple support problems. Add massage to any position with just the flick of a switch. Use as a leg pillow to support and align your lower body, relieve lower back pain and reduce pressure on hips, knees and joints.

**Drive Long Handle Comb and Brush**
$21.99 DRVRTL1441 Comb
$23.50 DRVRTL1442 Brush
An extra long, anti-slip handle fits snugly in hand to stay in place when using. Provides maximum reach with minimum effort. Easy to clean and can be fully immersed in water. A latex free product. 6 Month Limited Warranty.
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